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Monnur Swimwear: Handmade Elegance from
Mallorca's Finest Collections

As summer approaches, the warm sun and inviting beaches beckon us to

embrace the season with open arms. It's time to celebrate our beach bodies

and find the perfect swimsuits that make us feel confident and radiant.

Whether you prefer vibrant colors, trendy patterns, or timeless classics, let this

summer be a time to showcase your unique style and embrace the joy of

beachside relaxation.
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Welcome to the world of Monnur Swimwear, where handmade elegance meets the

sun-drenched shores of Mallorca. Nestled in the heart of the Balearic Islands,
Monnur Swimwear is a brand that epitomizes luxury, craftsmanship, and timeless

style. With a dedication to creating swimwear pieces that are as unique as the
women who wear them, Monnur Swimwear presents a captivating array of

collections, each exuding its own distinct charm. From the sophisticated allure of
the Yacht collection to the romantic enchantment of the Fleur collection, the playful

charm of the Plumetti collection, and the opulent luxury of the Velvet collection,
there is something to suit every taste and occasion. And for the brides seeking

swimwear that reflects their special day, Monnur Swimwear's Bridal collection offers
a fusion of elegance and bridal aesthetics. Join us as we delve into the world of

Monnur Swimwear, exploring the artistry, craftsmanship, and sheer beauty that
make these handmade creations an absolute delight to wear.
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Nuria Avellaneda (Barcelona, 1978) is the creator of MONNUR, a swimwear brand
that was born in Palma de Mallorca in 2020 with the aim of offering women an
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elegant, comfortable, and flattering style of swimwear for any type of silhouette.

"The brand, crafted in an artisanal way with exquisite materials, evokes the
Mediterranean Sea, magical sunsets and hidden coves, white sand, and, of course,

all the women who visit the Balearic Island every year in search of the sun," says the
designer, a fashion enthusiast who has admired the great masters of Couture since

childhood, who now inspire her designs, and who learned the craft from her
mother, a dressmaker by profession.
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Yacht Collection

The Yacht collection reflects a nautical-inspired aesthetic, with designs that exude
luxury and timeless beauty. Featuring clean lines and exquisite craftsmanship, these

swimsuits are perfect for those seeking a chic and refined look while sailing the
seas.Top halter with a plunging neckline in the front and an open back, adorned

with velvet and four handmade buttons, creating a swimwear piece with
multifaceted personality to ensure maximum sophistication and elegance. Wear it

as a daring garment with jeans on warm evenings. The yacht collection of swimsuits
perfectly complements the Brûlée skirt. This low-waisted, side-slit midi skirt can be

effortlessly paired with the belt from your swimwear collection. Create a
sophisticated ensemble by combining it with a stylish top and accessories. The

skirt's light and classic style beautifully captures the essence of femininity for this
season.
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Velvet Collection

The velvet swimsuits embody a conception that is sensual and elegant. Meticulously

designed to enhance the body, they strike a perfect balance between sophistication
and minimalism. These swimsuits are crafted to accentuate the most feminine part

of every woman—the neckline. The luxurious velvet fabric not only adds a touch of
opulence but also creates a smooth and alluring silhouette. With their refined

detailing and thoughtful construction, these swimsuits are an exquisite choice for
those seeking a combination of sensuality, elegance, and timeless style. The Velvet

collection is perfect for those who desire to make a statement and stand out with its
rich texture and luxurious appeal.
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Fleur Collection

The Fleur collection celebrates femininity with its floral motifs and delicate
embellishments. The swimsuits in this collection are designed to embrace the

beauty of nature, creating an enchanting and romantic feel. Perfect for those who
want to exude grace and elegance by the pool or on the beach. It features  stunning

one-piece swimsuits that exudes romance and femininity. With its plunging neckline
in the front and back, this swimwear piece is designed to make a bold statement.

The delicate flowers adorning the front add a touch of elegance and charm,
creating a captivating visual effect. The combination of the plunging neckline and

floral embellishments accentuates the natural beauty of the wearer, making it a truly
eye-catching and romantic choice. Whether lounging by the poolside or strolling

along the beach, this swimsuit from the Fleur collection is sure to make a lasting
impression.
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Plumetti collection

For a touch of playful charm, the Plumetti collection offers swimsuits adorned with

delicate polka dot patterns. These pieces combine a sense of vintage nostalgia with
a modern twist, creating a captivating and whimsical style.
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Bridal Collection 

Monnur Swimwear also caters to brides-to-be with their exquisite Bridal collection.
Designed with romance and elegance in mind, these swimsuits are carefully crafted

to make any bride feel special on her wedding day or honeymoon. With delicate
lace, intricate details, and a focus on bridal aesthetics, this collection offers a unique

blend of beauty and sophistication.
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